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Gateway b1 tests answers unit 9

15 Questions | Total Effort: 250 Dictionary Sentence Phrase Clauses Prepositions Select the correct alternative to complete the sentence. I never read ___ stories before bed because I had nightmares. I love ___ novels - they are full of magic and mystery! I just read a great ____ you don't know what will happen until the last page. By reading _____ you can
learn a lot about the past as well as enjoy a good story. I got _____ for my birthday. It's from Japan and the artwork is fantastic. Complete sentences with words for this type of book. You use a(n) [Blank] in class to learn about asubject and do exercises. You need a(n) [Blank] to tell you how to use the new equipment. People use a(n) [Blank] to give them
information about the sights to see in different cities. A(n) [Blank] shows you where different countries of the world are. You can find information about many different subjects in a(n)[Blank] Select the correct prepositions for each sentence. We had to cross......... wrong answer in practice. I'm always snapping........................ A book in the store before I bought
it. Master asked us to read ..................... answers in class. We have to fill ........................ our application form for sports clubs immediately. We can't turn around........................ Our papers until the exam begins. 15 Questions | By A_kudryavtseva | Page last updated: May 25, 2018 | Total Attempts: 337 Rewrite questions using reported speech. Where do you
live?' He asked me [Blank] 'Have you seen Emma this morning?' He asked me [Blank] 'Where can I buy a newspaper?' He asked me [Blank] 'Did you talk to Tony about the party?' He asked if [Blank] What are you doing on the weekend? He asked me [Blank] Fix the error in the sentence. Rewrite the whole sentence. Joe said he wanted a ride to college. What
did you tell Peter? He looks very angry. I asked Mary if she could help me with this exercise. Yesterday the teacher asked us what we wanted to doon Friday. Jim said he had seen the movie with Bobby. Complete the dialog with the correct verb form provided. A: Did you talk to your father about going camping? B: Yes, I do. A: What did he say? B: He said it
was [Blank](not) a good idea. A: Why not? B: He thought it [Blank](would) be too cold. A:. B, yes, and he said that it was [Empty] (going to) rain. A: Really? I haven't heard that. B: Yes. He said he [Blank] (read) the weather forecast. He also said that we [Blank] (should) revise for our exams. A: Yes. I think he's right. We have exams onMonday. Your back to
top Reading Free Preview Page 4 through 6 is not shown in this preview. This.
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